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ABSTRACT

This article presents a modular scheduler with powerful semantics
able to differentiate simultaneously multiple QoS metrics in class-
based IP networks. In opposition to traditional scheduling mecha-
nisms, this scheduler encompasses rate, loss and delay differentia-
tion capabilities in a flexible way. This behaviour stems from new
relative and mixed differentiation models able to bound QoS param-
eters on high sensitive traffic classes. The results show that using
simple and intuitive configuration procedures the proposed archi-
tecture is able to provide enhanced QoS differentiation behavior in
IP networks according to the users and applications needs. In this
way, this proposal is an useful contribution to system designers and
network engineers aiming at simple, intuitive, easy to configure and
effective mechanisms to enhance QoS in IP networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The growth and diversity of distributed applications has fostered
the need for IP networks with quality of service (QoS) [1] differ-
entiation capabilities in order to meet the users and applications
demand. This need depends on the application nature and involved
data, varying from relaxed to strict QoS constraints such as the ones
required by human-interactive based applications, real-time dis-
tributed data processing or real-time multimedia transmission [2].
This type of applications is usually loss sensitive and has specific
delay constraints that must be satisfied by the underlying network.
To meet these requirements at the network level, it is fundamental
to deploy traffic control mechanisms which are easy to implement
and configure, while providing flexible QoS differentiation. Thus,
the motivation of this work is to develop a clever scheduling mech-
anism which, despite resorting to simple and intuitive configura-
tion tasks, is able to control simultaneously different QoS metrics
in class-based IP Networks [3].

The scheduler proposed in this work is able to achieve indepen-
dent control of delay, loss and rate differentiation through the use
of two priority disciplines acting at distinct points of the scheduler
architecture. The delay differentiation modules are based on the-
oretical schemes [4] and, in particular, proportional differentiation
[5, 6, 7, 8] is considered as one of the possible options for delay
differentiation. Other differentiation schemes are also supported
[9, 10, 11, 12] by the scheduler, including an hybrid model specially

devised for real-time differentiation. These delay models aggregate
a packet drop mechanism in order to provide (i) loss differentiation
or (ii) output rate differentiation with distinct work conserving be-
haviours or (iii) combination thereof. The present scheduling pro-
posal can be viewed as a modular traffic control mechanism able to
be configured with distinct semantics depending on each class QoS
requirements, enhancing the scheduling QoS capabilities of a net-
work node. The proposed model has been implemented and tested
in the network simulator (NS-2).

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents
the scheduling architecture which integrates distinct differentiation
modules and highlights the delay, loss and load control configura-
tion models supported by the proposed architecture. Specific op-
timisations of the queue selection tasks are also discussed in Sec-
tion 3. After that, Section 4 includes simulation results illustrating
the viability of obtaining multiconstrained QoS differentiation se-
mantics in class-based IP networks. Finally, Section 5 presents the
conclusions of the work.

2. A MULTICONSTRAINED SCHEDUL-
ING ARCHITECTURE

To control multi-QoS metrics, the traffic scheduling architecture in-
cludes three distinct differentiation modules (see Fig. 1) [13]. The
delay differentiation module acts as an output priority discipline.
This module has to decide which queue should be attended in or-
der to satisfy the delay semantics imposed by the supported delay
models. The packet dropper acts as an input priority discipline and
may rely on the loss module which includes a set of distinct loss
differentiation models. In addition, under persistent congestion the
packet dropper may also resort to the load control module which is
able to control each class load inducing, over medium time scales,
output rate differentiation.

The present scheduling proposal should not be understood as be-
ing oriented to a particular QoS model for IP networks. It should
be viewed as a modular traffic control mechanism able to be con-
figured with distinct semantics depending on the QoS requirements
and corresponding control the network architecture requires. For
instance, if no admission control is supported by the network then
this scheduler may be adopted providing full differentiation capabil-
ities using both the loss (or the load control) and delay modules. In
opposition, if admission control is supported [14] (e.g. at network
edges) hindering congestion in the network core, then the loss (or
the load control) module may be disabled, relaxed or sporadically
used to correct small loss or rate violations affecting high priority
traffic classes. The same reasoning is valid for generic QoS traf-
fic classes oriented to support distinct applications’ requirements.
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Figure 1. The scheduler architecture implemented in NS-2.
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Figure 2. (a) Proportional model (b) Additive model (c) Upper
time limit model (d) Hybrid model.

Some of them, due to their time sensitive nature, may be distin-
guished mainly by delay differentiation mechanisms, whereas oth-
ers may rely on rate oriented differentiation mechanisms or Active
Queue Management (AQM) schemes, such Random Early Detec-
tion (RED), to rule packet drop. Moreover, it is also possible that
classes assuring both rate and delay guarantees (e.g. EF PHB in
Differentiated Services [15]) may justify the use of strict delay dif-
ferentiation mechanisms along with schemes protecting bandwidth
resources or assuring low packet loss ratios on high priority classes.

In conclusion, each one of the modules included the scheduling
architecture presented in Fig. 1 has its own viability and applica-
bility in the context of traffic differentiation as it may be used in
a stand-alone perspective inducing the corresponding QoS differ-
entiation semantics. In addition, if they are organised as in Fig. 1
then it is possible to obtain multiple QoS metric differentiation in
a flexible way, which may be very useful to define enriched dif-
ferentiation semantics in class-based IP networks. In the next sec-
tions the emphasis is given on the main objectives, definition and
configuration modes of the differentiation modules integrating the
architecture presented in Fig. 1.

2.1 Delay Differentiation Module
This section presents four delay differentiation models included
in the proposed scheduler. Lets consider N classes denoted as
Classi(0≤i≤N−1) where C0 is the highest priority class.

2.1.1 Proportional Model

Assume that pi(t) is the priority function associated with the queue
i and Ui the corresponding differentiation parameter. In the pro-
portional model this function is given by (1) , with t0i

denoting the
arrival time of the heading packet of queue i and U0 > U1 > ... >

UN−1 . The behaviour of (1) for two packets belonging to distinct
classes is depicted in Fig. 2(a) with Ui as the slope of the prior-
ity function. Under heavy load conditions, it is expected that (2)
is valid for all classes (0 ≤ i, j < N ) where d̄i, d̄j are the mean
queuing delays of the classes i and j, i.e. the proportional delay
relations are ruled by the Ui parameters:

pi(t) = (t − t0i
) ∗ Ui (1)

Ui

Uj

≈
d̄j

d̄i

(2)

2.1.2 Additive Model

The additive model differentiates queues by an additive constant
as expressed by (3), with U0 > U1 > ... > UN−1 (Fig. 2(b)).
The focus of this model is on the possibility of achieving additive
differentiation in class delays, as expressed by (4), denoting that
high priority classes may have a delay gain over low priority classes
similar to the difference between the differentiation parameters:

pi(t) = (t − t0i
) + Ui (3)

[d̄i − d̄j ] ≈ [Uj − Ui] (i > j) (4)

2.1.3 Upper Time Limit Model

This model tries to impose a finite queuing delay, reflected in Ui

(see (5)) and, the lower the boundary time is, the higher the priority
function slope will be. At the limit ((t − t0i

) ≥ Ui), the server is
forced to dispatch the packet waiting service (see Fig. 2(c)). How-
ever, when congestion occurs or the load of high priority classes
becomes very high, the time limit may be exceeded:

pi(t) =

{

(t−t0i
)

Ui−t+t0i

if t < t0i
+ Ui

∞ if t ≥ t0i
+ Ui

(5)

This model protects high priority classes, assuming that packets
remain queued for a maximum value Ui, with U0 < U1 < ... <

UN−1 . This allows to establish delay bounds on the highest pri-
ority class and, simultaneously, achieve proportional differentiation
between the other classes. For instance, Class1 can be protected
by a realistic upper time limit, and Class2 and Class3 by virtual
limits (e.g. U2, U3 � U1). Proportionality between Class2 and
Class3 is obtained as explained by (1).

2.1.4 An Hybrid Delay Differentiation Model

This model is useful to distinguish real-time traffic with distinct
sensibilities to queuing delays and excess delays. In this model,
the priority function, pi(t), varies from negative infinity to zero. A



pi(t) = 0 means that the queuing time of the packet matches the
upper time parameter. Consequently, if the packet is still in queue,
the scheduler switches to a new working region of positive values,
where the priority behaviour is ruled by a congestion parameter
which determines the slope of the priority function. It is to be noted
that in this context the term congestion is used in a relaxed way as
it may reflect heavy load conditions in the server; heavy load con-
ditions in Classi impairing the expected upper time limit or feasi-
bility problems in the differentiation parameters. The final priority
function is given by (6) and Fig. 2(d) illustrates its behaviour:

pi(t) =

{

δt − Ui

δt
if δt < Ui

(δt − Ui) ∗ Ci if δt ≥ Ui

(6)

with δt = t − t0i
and 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1.

di = d
◦
i + d

•
i (7)

The total delay (di) affecting Classi can be divided in two com-
ponents: one induced by the priority function when it assumes neg-
ative values (t < t0i

+ Ui), which we call upper time delay, d◦
i ,

and the other one when the function assumes positive values, which
we call congestion delay, d•

i (see (7)). The magnitude of d◦
i is

controlled by Ui whereas Ci controls the magnitude of d•
i . This

means that fundamental differentiation relations among classes, i.e.
d0 ≤ d1 ≤ ... ≤ dN−1, can be achieved through different combi-
nations of d◦

i and d•
i , and consequently by different combinations

of Ui and Ci. Fig. 3 illustrates a distinct behaviour of this model
(configuration I, II and III) depending on the relations between the
upper time and congestion delays for two generic classes i and j

with i < j. Mixed configuration modes are also possible to be used
by the hybrid delay differentiation model.

In configuration mode I identical upper time limits are config-
ured for the two traffic classes. This means that both classes share
the same priority function as the packets stay in queue for a time
limit below the configured Ui parameter. In this configuration the
traffic classes are differentiated by Ci which means that in case of
congestion the priority function for the higher priority class assumes
higher values than for the other. This configuration mode may be
appropriated for real-time classes with the same upper time limit
for queuing delay and distinct capabilities to compensate possible
delay violations. The expected behavior of this model is that under
feasible conditions the specified upper time limits for both classes
are achieved, i.e. di = d◦

i = dj = d◦
j < Ui or < Uj . However,

if the server becomes overloaded and the upper time limit delays of
the classes are violated the excess delays of the classes are differen-
tiated in a proportional way.

In configuration mode II the traffic classes are distinct with re-
spect to the upper time differentiation parameters and the conges-
tion differentiation parameters. As result, the priority function as-
sociated with higher priority classes has a larger increase than the
lower ones for both negative and positive values of pi(t). This
means that under congestion both congestion delay and upper time
delay associated with high priority classes should be lower than the
ones associated with the other classes. This configuration is ap-
propriate to differentiate high delay sensitive applications with low
capacity to compensate excess queuing delays.

The configuration mode III differentiates traffic classes only by
Ui parameters. This configuration is used to distinguish a class
by its maximum queuing delay limit but, in case of violation, the
classes share the same priority behavior for the excess queuing de-
lays, i.e. it is assumed that the classes have similar capacity to com-
pensate excess queuing delays.
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Figure 3. Configuration modes of the hybrid delay model.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the loss differentiation module
[Event: classi packet arrival]: Ai++
[Event: classi packet drop]: dropi++
[Event: ∆t period elapsed]: dropi = 0, Ai = 0
[Event: buffer overflow on a classj packet arrival]:
for all classi do

if ((length(classi) > 0 or i==j) and (Ai > 0)) then
/* evaluation of the class priority using distinct models*/
priorityi = evaluate(pi(t))

end if
end for
classdrop = (class with the lowest priorityi value)
if (classdrop == j) then

drop(arrived packet)
else

drop(tail of classdrop queue)
enqueue(arrived packet)

end if

2.2 Loss Differentiation Module

The loss differentiation module can also be configured according to
relative models similar to those used for delay differentiation. This
means that this module is able to provide proportional, additive and
bounded loss ratios among the traffic classes using the loss param-
eters (L0, ..., LN−1).

In order to enable packet loss differentiation among distinct traf-
fic classes, lets consider that dropi,∆t measures the number of
packet drops in ∆t and Ai,∆t measures the number of packet ar-
rivals of Classi in the same time interval. This means that Ai and
dropi counters are reinitialized periodically each ∆t. This makes
the loss module more reactive to class load oscillations. If these
counters hold cumulative values during the differentiation process,
the loss differentiation module will not sense transient congestion
periods of the network properly. Using this reasoning, li,∆t denotes
the packet loss ratio experienced by Classi over the time period
used to evaluate dropi,∆t and Ai,∆t variables as expressed by (8).
To simplify the notation, from now on we suppress the index ∆t,
i.e. dropi, Ai and li represent variables in ∆t:

li =
dropi

Ai

(8)

The goal of the loss differentiation module is the provision of
distinct loss differentiation semantics among the traffic classes con-
tending for an output link. For that purpose, the use of common
tail drop based mechanisms is no longer suitable to induce loss dif-
ferentiation as they do not take into account the relative priority of



the classes. In opposition, it will be necessary that, under buffer
overflow, the decision of dropping a packet attends the priorities
and the current loss ratio of each class. With this purpose, whenever
a packet arrives at the differentiation node and, simultaneously, no
buffering resources are available, the drop module should be able to
discard a previously enqueued packet from a specific traffic class,
accepting the newly arrived packet in the corresponding queue. The
drop module may also discard a group of packets, if a single drop
is not sufficient to provide the buffer resources required to store the
incoming packet. Using this mechanism it is possible to tune packet
loss among traffic classes according to a predefined differentiation
model. In the presented architecture, where distinct traffic classes
have distinct queues, the drop decision occurs whenever the aggre-
gate backlog is higher than a given threshold. This means that the
node buffering resources are shared by all traffic classes and, as they
are mapped to independent queues, the corresponding queue sizes
may vary dynamically during the node operation. This coupled op-
eration mode is different from traditional AQM techniques, such
as RIO-coupled [16], where the dropping decision is centered on a
particular traffic class.

With this purpose the loss differentiation module has to evaluate,
for each traffic class, a priority value reflecting the likelihood of
packet dropping, i.e. the traffic class with the lowest priority value
is the one selected for packet discarding. Algorithm 1 presents the
pseudocode for the loss differentiation module, which behavior is
ruled by the priority function pi(t). Relaxed versions of this algo-
rithm are possible such as estimating pi(t) only at the end of each
∆t period, i.e. the candidate class for packet drop is kept unchanged
during the following ∆t. Despite being less accurate and reactive,
this variant has a lower processing overhead given that, in the case
of buffer overflow, it is not necessary to compute the priority values
of all traffic classes. The loss differentiation module also follows
some of the models previously explained for delay differentiation.
In this case, instead of packet queuing times, i.e. t − t0i

, the pri-
ority functions will use the current packet loss ratio of the classes,
li, to decide from which class a packet is selected for dropping. In
this case, the proportional loss differentiation is ruled by (9), the ad-
ditive loss differentiation by (10) and the upper bound loss model,
defined by (11), allows to bound the packet loss ratios on high pri-
ority classes:

pi(t) = (li) ∗ Li (9)

pi(t) = (li) + Li (10)

pi(t) =

{

(li)
Li−(li)

if li < Li

∞ otherwise
(11)

2.3 Load Control Module

This section focuses on one of the roles of the packet drop mech-
anism associated with the scheduler. The mechanism is able to in-
duce output rate differentiation among multiple traffic classes by
controlling the corresponding loads. Consider that the traffic arriv-
ing at a network node, to be forwarded to a specific output link, is
classified in N distinct traffic classes contributing with individual
loads R ini(t) with 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. From queuing theory, the
server associated with the corresponding output link enters in an
unbalanced state, ρ > 1, where ρ = λ · S̄ with λ as the arrival
rate and S̄ the average service time. This means that the total traffic
class load at the input exceeds the output capacity of the link, C.

This situation, illustrated in (12), leads to packet loss and to differ-
ent levels of throughput share depending on the service discipline,
class load and buffering resources:

C <

N−1
∑

i=0

R ini(t) (12)

C ≥

N−1
∑

i=0

min(R ini(t), R maxi) (13)

C ≥

N−1
∑

i=0

R maxi (14)

The first step in the load control module design assures that (12)
is not satisfied, i.e. the total arriving load does not exceed the out-
put capacity of the server. Thus, to each Classi is assigned a value,
R maxi, which is the maximum input rate to be submitted to the
server. If R ini(t) measures Classi input load at time t then (13)
is valid and assures that the server is always under a balanced state
(ρ ≤ 1). This means that, assuming enough buffering resources,
the server is able to forward all traffic, i.e. on average, the R maxi

will also represent the output rate share obtained by the Classi.
Assuming N distinct classes, it is clear that the sum of R maxi

values should not exceed the output capacity of the server, as de-
noted by (14). R ini(t) is estimated resorting to an adaptive expo-
nential weighted moving average, (15), where lki is the length of the
kth packet of Classi and ∆tk

i = tk
0i

− tk−1
0i

is the inter packet ar-
rival time. The parameter T acts as a reference value which should
have a similar order of magnitude of the time period for which the
estimation module is expected to provide average rate information.
With different objectives a similar equation is presented in [17],
highlighting the convergence ability of the estimation. In addition,
the dropping mechanism was conceived so that the unused share
of bandwidth of Classi is assigned to a variable crediti(t) (see
(16)) representing the amount of bandwidth provided by Classi to
the differentiation node for subsequent distribution. The sum of all
crediti(t) values is represented by Credits(t), where the boolean
variable, congi, is true if R ini(t) ≥ R maxi:

R esti = (1 − exp
−

∆tk
i

T ) ·
lki

∆tk
i

+ exp
−

∆tk
i

T · R est
old
i (15)

crediti(t) =

{

R maxi − R ini(t) if !(congi)
0 if (congi)

Credits(t) =

N−1
∑

i=0

crediti(t) (16)

Within this work conserving behaviour, (17) determines the
server operating under a balanced state. The function limiti(t)
defines the maximum throughput share for each class. If the traffic
class exceeds its R maxi then limiti will increase R maxi of a
value given by a credit distribution function, dist(t) (see Tab. 1).
The dropping mechanism associated with (17) is now ruled by (18)
assuring a reactive response to load oscillations and redirecting the
unused bandwidth to the congested classes:

limiti(t) =

{

R maxi if !(congi)
R maxi + dist(Credits(t)) if (congi)

C ≥

N−1
∑

i=0

min(R ini(t), limiti(t)) (17)



Differentiation Equation

a limiti(t) = R maxi + Credits(t)
∑

congested

b limiti(t) = R maxi + excessi
∑N−1

j=0
excessj

· Credits(t)

c
limit0(t) = R maxi + min(excess0, Credits(t))
limiti(t) = R maxi + min(excessi, Credits(t)−

−
∑i−1

j=0(limitj(t) − R maxj))(i > 0)

Table 1. Distribution modes of server credits: (a) Full Shared,
(b) Weighted, (c) Strict Priority.

drop probi(t) = 1−
limiti(t)

R ini(t)
if (R ini(t) > limiti(t)) (18)

It is to be noted that relaxed versions of the load control module
are possible. For instance, the estimation process may operate only
during specific probing periods after which the drop probi is com-
puted and kept unchanged till the next period. Another possible
variant consists of computing limiti and drop probi values only
for specific time intervals, despite the class rate estimation being
continuously updated.

In Table 1, three distinct equations ruling the credits distribution
modes are presented. The first is called full shared and distributes
the available resources among the traffic classes evenly. The sec-
ond is named weighted and allocates higher credit shares to traffic
classes with higher excess rates. In this context, excess rate is used
to denote the difference R ini − R maxi, if R ini > R maxi,
and is represented by excessi. The third distribution mode is called
strict priority and allocates credits to traffic classes according to
their priority, i.e. server credits are first allocated to high priority
classes resorting to a recursive equation in which limiti assigned
to Classi depends on the other limitj of low priority classes.

3. QUEUE SELECTION OPTIMISATION

The delay differentiation mechanisms presented in Section 2.1
achieve the expected differentiation behaviour through the evalu-
ation of priority values, pi(t) for each traffic class, whenever the
node has a packet for transmission. Although being based on sim-
ple arithmetic operations, the processing time required to compute
pi(t) may become significant when the output capacity of the server
increases, which in turn leaves less CPU time for queue selection
procedures.

In this context, any improvement in the queue selection proce-
dures will represent an overall gain for the performance of the mod-
els when implemented in a real network. In this work, the influence
of the selection procedures is measured using (19), where γ ex-
presses the service degradation ratio of the differentiation model.
In this formula, ρ denotes the server utilisation whereas ρ� denotes
the server utilisation taking into account the processing overhead
induced by queue selection procedures:

γ =

(

ρ�
− ρ

ρ

)

(19)

According to the queuing fundamentals and attending to (19),

the following relation is obtained: γ = ( λ·(S̄+t�)−λ·S̄

λ·S̄
), where t�

represents the amount of time required to compute the next queue to
be served, which is a platform-dependent factor. As consequence,

this relation can be written as γ = ( t�

S̄
), meaning that the service

degradation is given by the ratio between the queue selection time
and the average service time. In conclusion, (20) can also be used
to compute the service degradation ratio, with k representing the
average packet size and Cl the output link capacity:

γ =

(

t�

k
· Cl

)

(20)

From (20) it is possible to argue that for a fixed output capac-
ity and t� value, γ depends highly on the packet size. This means
that the higher the packet size is, the lower the service degrada-
tion will be. In contrast, for lower packet sizes the influence of the
time wasted in queue selection will be higher, therefore, the service
degradation increases. Due to the high capacity of current compu-
tational systems, low values for the service degradation ratio γ are
expected. Nevertheless, even these small deviations may signifi-
cant influence in the system behaviour. In fact, for working regions
where ρ > 0.6 even small increases in the server utilisation may
lead to considerable increases as concerns queuing delays and the
number of customers in the system. For this reason, the overhead
induced by queue selection procedures should be reduced as much
as possible. The next section presents an algorithm to improve the
queue selection tasks.

3.1 Advanced Transmission Time Algorithm

Algorithm 2 Advanced transmission time algorithm.

tpacket← sizeof(packet)
Cl

< ..sendpacket... >

Sel← AdvPriority([C0, CN−1], t + tpacket)
while (serverbusy) null

Sel← HigherPriority([C0, CSel])

t�

t�

The algorithm presented in this section is based on the inspection
of specific data fields of the packet header that has been selected for
transmission. Using this approach, it is possible to determine the
packet length and evaluate the expected packet transmission time
(tpacket). This means that the next queue selection (i.e. after busy
period) should occur at the time instant t + tpacket. This previous
knowledge allows the selection, during the busy period, of the next
class to be served. This is done by single round robin of the traffic
classes, evaluating for each one the corresponding pi(t) value as it
was computed at t+tpacket. Algorithm 2 illustrates this behaviour.
The keypoint of this strategy is that a substantial part of the queue
selection procedures is done during the busy period (t�) reducing
the time of the selection procedures after the busy period (t�) which
is effectively responsible for service degradation.

The last line of Algorithm 2 is only required when a higher
priority class is empty, the AdvPriority function is called and,
meanwhile, a new packet arrives for that class. In this case, it
is necessary to select the highest priority value for the interval
[Class0, ClassSel], where CSel is the selected class during the
previous busy period. However, as referred before, the differenti-
ation mechanisms are designed mainly for heavy load traffic condi-
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Figure 4. Experimental testbed implemented in NS-2.

tions, which means that the probability of having an empty queue
during the busy period is very low. So, a simple notification flag
can be used to notify this specific event. This means that a server
using Algorithm 2 will reduce the service degradation induced by
queue selection tasks. At limit, the server might achieve the follow-
ing performance: t�

≈ 0, ρ�
≈ ρ and γ ≈ 0%, i.e. a performance

similar to the obtained by the theoretical model.
Recall that Algorithm 2 still has complexity O(n). In fact, in

the worst case, two complete loops inspecting the classes’ heading
packets lead to O(n) + O(n) = O(n). However, in this case, the
first loop is performed during the busy period meaning that it does
not affect the server utilisation and the second, considering high
load conditions, is unlikely to happen. This means that, for heavy
load conditions, a probabilistic analysis of the part of the algorithm
performed after the busy period shows that its complexity is anal-
ogous to O(1) since, in practice, the queue selection decision was
already performed during the busy period. This solution can eas-
ily be implemented avoiding the use of specific hardware. In our
opinion, even if the test platform or the operating assumptions vary
leading to higher service degradation values, the use of Algorithm
2 will always be an added value as regards reducing service degra-
dation.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The scheduling architecture presented in Fig. 1 aggregating all the
previously explained differentiation mechanisms was implemented
in the network simulator (NS-2). Specific queues and monitors were
also developed in order to collect results from the tests. Fig. 4
shows the implemented architecture associated with the output link
of a differentiation node. At Otcl level, the input and output pri-
ority disciplines are selected, the differentiation parameters of the
queues/classes are defined and classification data is provided, i.e.
(packetflowid, queueid) pairs. At the same level, the state infor-
mation granularity to be logged at scheduling time is indicated. In
the architecture core, the monitor module logs periodically state in-
formation about flows/classes for subsequent analysis.

This section illustrates that the proposed scheduling architec-
ture is able to decouple the rate, loss and delays differentiation
behaviour, i.e. the differentiation mechanisms can act jointly but,
simultaneously, can provide independent QoS metric differentia-
tion. Due to the high number of possible differentiation schemes
this section only covers illustrative examples of specific configu-
ration modes. The selected examples were taken from a scenario
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Figure 5. Simulation scenario.
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Figure 6. Additive loss and proportional delay differentiation
models.

where three classes (ClassA, ClassB and ClassC) contend for a
4.5Mbps capacity link, with packet lengths of 500 bytes uniformly
distributed over the interval [250, 750] (see Fig. 5). In the selected
examples the simulation period is 120s with a QoS metric evalu-
ation interval of 1s and with the overall class load above the link
capacity to force heavy load conditions and packet loss. The sched-
uler was tested successfully for distinct traffic sources such as CBR,
exponential, on-off, pareto and combinations thereof.

4.1 Loss vs. Delay Differentiation

This section presents distinct differentiation examples with the loss
and delay differentiation modules acting together. First, an example
involving relative loss and delay differentiation models is presented.
After that, the delay and loss differentiation modules were config-
ured with the upper time and upper bound differentiation models,
respectively. Using that configuration, three examples illustrate the
enhanced differentiation semantics that can be obtained by such
configuration modes. Finally, the last section includes one exam-
ple of a relative loss differentiation model acting together with the
hybrid delay model which is able to control the spread among the
classes’ excess delays.

4.1.1 Additive Loss and Proportional Delay
Models

This example illustrates a scenario where the delay differentiation
module is configured to follow the proportional model whereas the
loss differentiation is ruled by the additive model. In this con-
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Figure 7. Upper bound loss and upper time delay differentia-
tion models.

text, the results of Fig. 6 report to a configuration with (UA, UB ,-
UC) = (16, 4, 1) and (LA, LB , LC) = (0.2, 0.1, 0). This means
that proportional relations among the queuing delays are expected,
however the spread among the loss ratios should follow the additive
model, with the highest priority class having a loss gain of approxi-
mately 10% over ClassB and a gain of 20% over ClassA, as ruled
by the differences among the loss parameters. The analysis of the
results presented in Fig. 6 clearly corroborates such loss and delay
differentiation semantics. As observed, the proportional relations
among the classes’ queuing delays follow the proportional relations
defined by the delay parameters and the differences between the
classes’ packet loss ratios are close to the differences defined by the
corresponding loss parameters, showing the viability of the coexis-
tence of both models.

4.1.2 Upper Bound Loss and Upper Time Delay
Models

Three examples illustrate the coupling of the upper bound loss and
upper time delay differentiation models. As explained, these mod-
els might be used to bound the loss and delay QoS metrics on high
priority classes, meaning that the differentiation node will try first to
satisfy the QoS requirements imposed by the highest priority class
and only if they are met the differentiation mechanisms will try to
satisfy the QoS constraints of the other classes.

The first example, presented in Fig. 7, corresponds to a loss con-
figuration which tries to bound the packet loss ratios of the classes
A, B and C to values of 5%, 10% and 20%, respectively. The de-
lay configuration used in this example intends to bound the queuing
delays of the classes to values of 10ms, 20ms and 30ms. The re-
sults presented in Fig. 7 clearly show three distinct areas with a high
plot density. In the first one, which corresponds to the performance
of ClassA, the plots are extremely concentrated in a small area
denoting a packet loss ratio of 5% and a queuing delay of 10ms,
exactly the loss and delay bounds imposed by the LA and UA pa-
rameters. In the second plotting area, which illustrates the results
of ClassB , the plots fall within an area denoting loss ratios of 10%
and queuing delays around 20ms, as ruled by the LB and UB pa-
rameters of ClassB . In opposition, the third plotting area, relative
to ClassC , exhibits a higher plot dispersion meaning that this class
has unbounded QoS metrics. This example clearly show that it is
possible to bound the delays and losses on high priority classes si-
multaneously. In this case, the differentiation node is able to meet
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Figure 9. Mixed behaviour of the upper bound loss and upper
time delay differentiation models.

the requirements of ClassA and ClassB but due to the congestion
level of the node and the classes’ parameters it cannot fulfil the QoS
bounds of ClassC , the lowest priority class.

In the differentiation examples presented so far the higher prior-
ity class, ClassA, experiences better, or at the least similar, delay
and loss performance than lower priority classes. However, using
the proposed differentiation modules, it is possible to define differ-
entiation schemes where a class having the higher priority as re-
gards to one of the QoS metrics, may have a lower priority in the
context of other metric. The results presented in Fig. 8 where ob-
tained from a simulation scenario were ClassA is the highest loss
sensitive class, configured with a LA parameter of 2.5%, but, simul-
taneously, is able to suffer queuing delays in the order of 50ms. In
opposition, ClassB is considered as a high delay sensitive class,
with a delay bound of 5ms, but with a LB parameter of 15%.
These assumptions lead to the differentiation results presented in
Fig. 8 where ClassA and ClassB plots are now positioned in two
distinct regions obeying to the loss and delay constraints imposed
by the corresponding parameters. This example shows the versa-
tility of the proposed scheduling architecture in the attainment of
enhanced differentiation semantics, not obliging that a single class
has the better performance in all of the supported differentiation
modules.

The last example included in the section illustrates a mixed dif-
ferentiation behaviour involving the upper bound loss and upper
time delay models. In this case, ClassB and ClassC loss and de-
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Figure 10. Proportional loss and hybrid delay differentiation
models (Configuration I+II).
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lay parameters were configured with very high values which, for
this specific simulation scenario, are unlikely to occur. As previ-
ously explained, under such configuration, it is expected that the
upper bound loss and the upper time delay models, while protecting
the loss and delay of the highest priority class, induce proportional
relations among the low priority classes, ClassB and ClassC , ac-
cordingly to the proportional relations between the loss and delay
parameters. The results presented in Fig. 9 illustrate such mixed dif-
ferentiation semantics for a configuration (LA, LB , LC) = (0.05,-
0.4, 0.8) and (UA, UB , UC) = (5ms, 80ms, 160ms). As ob-
served, ClassA is highly protected, having packet loss ratios and
average queuing delays never exceeding 5% and 5ms, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, the differentiation semantics between ClassB

and ClassC follows a proportional relation. In fact, the packet loss
ratios and the queuing delays experienced by ClassC are roughly
two times higher than the obtained by ClassB , i.e. following the
relation between LB and LC parameters, and between UB and UC

parameters, respectively.

4.1.3 Proportional Loss and Hybrid Delay Mod-
els

In the example included in this section the classes are configured
to have proportional loss differentiation with (LA, LB , LC) =
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Figure 12. Load control and proportional delay differentiation
models.

(4, 2, 1). They are also configured for an hybrid delay dif-
ferentiation with (UA, UB , UC) = (5ms, 30ms, 30ms) and
(CA, CB , CC) = (40, 2, 1), i.e. Conf. I+II. This means that pro-
portional packet loss is expected and, due to a very high CA param-
eter, ClassA should have queuing delays close to 5ms. In addi-
tion, the congestion delays of ClassC , i.e. the difference between
the obtained delays and the target delay of 30ms, should be twice
the congestion delay of ClassB , which has a similar delay target of
30ms, but a congestion parameter two times higher than ClassC .
This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 10. An alternative results analy-
sis is made in Fig. 11 which shows the Box-Whisker plots of each
QoS metric along with student’s T-test, with a confidence interval
of 95% for the mean values of delay and loss, corroborating the
expected differentiation behavior.

4.2 Output Rate Share vs. Delay Differentia-
tion

This section includes two illustrative examples of the load control
module operating jointly with the delay differentiation module. The
selected examples show that is possible to control, on average, the
maximum output rate shares obtained by the traffic classes and, si-
multaneously, differentiate the queuing delays. In addition the sec-
ond example included in this section shows that the differentiation
semantics can be maintained even after rate borrowing operations
among the traffic classes.

4.2.1 Load Control and Proportional Delay
Model

Figs. 12 illustrates the proportional delay differentiation behaviour,
for (UA, UB , UC) = (4, 2, 1), coupled with the load control model
with parameters (R maxA, R maxB, R maxC) = (2.5Mbps,-
1.5Mbps, 0.5Mbps). Fig. 12 proves that the configuration is fea-
sible as the plots are vertically centred in the correspondent class
target rate and, simultaneously, the delay spread of ClassA is al-
most four times lower than the obtained by ClassC and approxi-
mately half than the obtained by ClassB . This examples illustrates
that is possible to control the average output rate share obtained
by the classes and, simultaneously differentiate the queuing delays
according to one of the delay models supported by the scheduling
architecture.
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4.2.2 Strict Priority Load Control and Hybrid
Delay Model

The example of Fig. 13 illustrates the operation of the hybrid
delay differentiation model (Conf. II+III) and the load control
module for a configuration with (R maxA,R maxB ,R maxC)
= (2.5Mbps,1.5Mbps,0.5Mbps), (UA,UB ,UC ) = (10ms,50ms,-
100ms) and (CA,CB ,CC) = (20,1,1). In the delay configuration,
ClassA is the highest protected class as regards both rate and delay
violations and ClassB and ClassC have distinct Ui but similar Ci

parameters, meaning that they have similar capacity to compensate
excess delays despite having different upper time delays. Fig. 13
shows the average output rate and queuing delays obtained by the
classes, clearly corroborating the expected differentiation behavior.
Fig. 14 illustrates a similar delay differentiation, but now with the
load control module operating under the strict priority distribution
mode. Fig. 14 plots the differentiation behavior when ClassB de-
creases its rate to 1Mbps. As shown, only ClassA, which has the
highest priority, has assigned extra bandwidth (shift to the right side
of the graph), exactly the 0.5Mbps share provided by ClassB . As
a consequence, a new delay distribution occurs at the server and
both ClassB and ClassC delays increase. For ClassC , all plots
are still centered on 0.5Mbps as this class does not receive any ex-
tra bandwidth. The increase in ClassC excess delay is represented
by a second box above the previous one. The magnitude of ClassB

and ClassC excess delays is still similar even after the rate sharing,
while ClassA delay violations keep a low value due to its high CA

parameter.
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differentiation models.
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4.3 Output Rate Share vs. Loss vs. Delay Dif-
ferentiation

The example included in this section illustrates the three differentia-
tion modules acting together. In the selected scenario the load con-
trol module operates jointly with the additive loss and upper time
delay models. The objective is to show that it is possible to obtain
enhanced differentiation semantics induced by the delay, loss and
load control module operating jointly and controlling each one of
the corresponding QoS metrics.

In the selected example it was assumed that ClassA is used for
loss and time sensitive traffic, being its bandwidth limited at net-
work edges to 2Mbps. ClassB and ClassC are used for low pri-
ority traffic and, depending on the network conditions, packet loss
is likely to occur. In this context, the rate parameters are configured
as (R maxA, R maxB+C) = (2Mbps, 2.5Mbps). The additive
model is used to guide loss differentiation between ClassB and
ClassC with (LB , LC) = (0.05, 0), meaning that ClassB should
experience a loss percentage which is 5% lower than the obtained
by ClassC . Finally, the upper time model is used to limit the queu-
ing delay of ClassA to a maximum of 10ms, with proportional
relations between ClassB and ClassC . As depicted in Fig. 15,
the output rate share of ClassB+C aggregates is close to 2.5Mbps

whereas ClassA share is around 2Mbps. Moreover, the subfigures
inside Fig. 15 show that the delay and loss differentiation also obey



to the configured parameters. The results are corroborated once
again by the stand-alone metrics analysis of Fig. 16. This example
proves that, despite being easily configurable, the scheduling ar-
chitecture has a powerful differentiation semantics to improve QoS
capability of network nodes.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This article presents a modular scheduler architecture providing en-
hanced rate, loss and delay differentiation behaviour. The proposed
architecture integrates three distinct differentiation modules which
may operate stand-alone or jointly. Each one of the devised dif-
ferentiation modules supports distinct configuration modes induc-
ing distinct differentiation semantics among the traffic classes. The
supported configuration models might be used in a qualitative or
quantitative differentiation perspective. In addition, some of the
devised models allow to bound the QoS metrics on high priority
classes and differentiate the other classes in a relative perspective,
thus assuming an hybrid differentiation perspective.

The diversity of the configuration modes for the three QoS met-
rics turns the proposed scheduler in an useful component to be used
in network scenarios aiming at QoS differentiation. The proposed
scheduler allows to achieve independent QoS metrics differentia-
tion behaviour, avoiding coupling effects which may affect other
differentiation mechanisms. Due to the enhanced differentiation se-
mantics, many combinations of rate, loss and delay differentiation
behaviour are possible using a small set of simple and intuitive con-
figuration parameters.
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